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(54) AN INTEGRATED TRANSFORMER-INDUCTOR ASSEMBLY

(57) The invention relates to an integrated transformer-inductor assembly (1) comprising a magnetic core (2) com-
prising a transformer column (23) around which transformer windings (3) are wound, inductor columns (22) around which
inductor windings (4) are wound, and intermediate columns (24) constituting common magnetic elements of a magnetic
circuit of the transformer windings (3) and magnetic circuits of the inductor windings. In order to provide decreased
dimensions and reduced weight of such an assembly (1) as well as to ensure an efficient conduction and dissipation of
heat generated in a core (2) of the assembly (1), the magnetic core (2) comprises at least two substantially identical
component modules (21), wherein each component module (21) comprises a yoke (214) having a form of a plate
comprising a rectangular part (2141) and two trapezoidal parts (2142) arranged symmetrically along a first longer side
(21411) of the rectangular part (2141) and adjoining said first longer side of said rectangular part (2141) with longer
bases (21421) thereof; a set of rectangular prism shaped component columns (211, 212, 213), parallel with each other
and protruded on one side from the yoke (214) along a longitudinal axis (O) of the component module (21) which is
perpendicular relative to the surface of the yoke (214), and including two outermost external component inductor columns
(211) protruded from said rectangular part (2141) of the yoke (214); a central component transformer column (212); two
component intermediate columns (213) having substantially the same length and disposed between the component
inductor columns (211) and the component transformer column (212) and protruded from the rectangular part (2141)
and the trapezoidal part (2142) of the yoke (214); wherein the second longer side (21412) of the rectangular part (2141)
of theyoke (214) located on the side opposite relative to the trapezoidal parts (2142) of the yoke (214) and the internal
lateral surfaces (2111, 2121, 2131) of all component columns (211, 212, 213) located at the side of this second longer
side (21412) of the yoke (214) are coplanar with each other and form a contact plane (215); and wherein the external
lateral surfaces (2133) of the intermediate columns (213) located on the opposite sides of these columns relative to the
internal lateral surfaces (2131) thereof, are coplanar with shorter bases (21422) of the trapezoidal parts (2142) of the
yoke (4); and wherein said component modules (21) are contacted with each other by means of contact frontal surfaces
(2132) of the component intermediate columns (213) which are perpendicular relative to the longitudinal axis (O) of the
module (21), and the longitudinal axes (O) of the modules (21) are positioned collinearly with each other; and wherein
the component inductor columns (211) form the inductor columns (22), the component transformer columns (212) form
the transformer column (23), and the component intermediate columns (213) form the intermediate columns (24).
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Description

[0001] The present invention relates to an integrated
transformer-inductor assembly comprising a magnetic
core comprising a transformer column around which
transformer windings are wound, inductor columns
around which inductor windings are wound, and interme-
diate columns constituting common magnetic elements
of a magnetic circuit of the transformer windings and
magnetic circuits of the inductor windings.

Background of the invention

[0002] Prior art discloses a lot of different electric and
electronic systems comprising different types of reac-
tance elements provided with coils wound around ferro-
magnetic cores, such as for example inductors or trans-
formers. In typical systems of this kind reactance ele-
ments have forms of separate individual components
provided with their own separate individual magnetic
cores. Prior art discloses also reactance assemblies
comprising one common magnetic core on which coils
of reactance elements - constituting individual elements
from an electrical point of view - are installed. An exem-
plary solution of this type has been disclosed in the US
patent application US2008224809. Obvious advantages
of such an integration of reactance elements in one as-
sembly is a reduction of a space occupied by such an
assembly in a comparison to a space occupied by sep-
arate individual non-integrated elements, and facilitated
mechanical assembly resulting from a decrease of a
number of elements to be mounted.
[0003] In many known electric-electronic systems both
transformers as well as inductors are employed together.
As an example of such a system a resonant energy-con-
version system may be given, an exemplary electric
scheme of which is presented in Fig. 9. The scheme
presents such a resonant converter in a series-parallel
combination configuration which comprises: a transform-
er constituting a multi-winding inductor provided with
windings denoted as L1, L3, L4 and L5; and two resonant
inductors the windings of which are denoted as L2A and
L2B. A change of the presented configuration into a se-
ries configuration may be realized in a simple manner by
removing a capacitor C1.
[0004] In order to decrease a space occupied by elec-
tric-electronic systems of this type, it is advantageous to
integrate at least some of reactance elements contained
therein on one common ferromagnetic core. An exem-
plary integration of the above mentioned transformer in
a form of a multi-winding inductor together with two res-
onant inductors has been disclosed in the European pat-
ent application EP 2 689 433 B1. The application de-
scribes an integrated inductor comprising a multi-winding
inductor having a transformer winding and a resonant
inductor. Sections of the magnetic circuit of the trans-
former winding are incorporated into magnetic circuits of
two parts of a resonant inductor so as to form common

parts of magnetic circuit of the multi-winding inductor and
two-part resonant inductor. The objection of this integra-
tion was to reduce power losses occurring in the core.
For this purpose the multi-winding inductor magnetic cir-
cuit comprises at least one air gap that enables for con-
trolling the maximum magnetic induction value in the
magnetic core and thus power losses occurring in the
core. The width of the air gap is chosen so that magnetic
induction produced by the two-part resonant inductor
does not exceed 25% of the magnetic induction produced
by the transformer winding of the multi-winding inductor.
Power of the presented resonant converter - and also
power of many different assemblies comprising reac-
tance elements - is in an obvious manner dependent on
a volume of ferromagnetic cores of reactance elements,
and in this particular case on a volume of magnetic cores
of the transformer and the resonant inductors. Therefore
for example in a typical case, a change of power of the
presented exemplary converter implies a necessity of de-
signing and producing new ferromagnetic cores for the
transformer and the resonant inductors, or new magnetic
core for an integrated inductive assembly.
[0005] It has been the object of the present invention
to provide a magnetic core of a modular construction for
an assembly of integrated reactance elements compris-
ing a transformer and an inductor, in particular one trans-
former and two inductors, which would feature decreased
dimensions and reduced weight as well as would enable
for efficient conduction and dissipation of heat generated
in a core.

Summary of the Invention

[0006] According to the present invention there is pro-
vided an integrated transformer-inductor assembly com-
prising a magnetic core comprising a transformer column
around which transformer windings are wound, inductor
columns around which inductor windings are wound, and
intermediate columns constituting common magnetic el-
ements of a magnetic circuit of the transformer windings
and magnetic circuits of the inductor windings, as defined
at the outset, which is characterized in that the magnetic
core comprises at least two substantially identical com-
ponent modules, wherein each component module com-
prises

- a yoke having a form of a plate comprising a rectan-
gular part and two trapezoidal parts arranged sym-
metrically along a first longer side of the rectangular
part and adjoining said first longer side of said rec-
tangular part with longer bases thereof;

- a set of rectangular prism shaped columns, parallel
with each other and protruded on one side from the
yoke along a longitudinal axis of the component mod-
ule which is perpendicular relative to the surface of
the yoke, and including

- two outermost external component inductor col-
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umns protruded from said rectangular part of the
yoke;

- a central component transformer column;
- two component intermediate columns having

substantially the same length and disposed be-
tween the component inductor columns and the
component transformer column and protruded
from the rectangular part and the trapezoidal
part of the yoke;

wherein the second longer side of the rectangular
part of the yoke located on the side opposite relative
to the trapezoidal parts of the yoke and the internal
lateral surfaces of all component columns located at
the side of this second longer side of the yoke are
coplanar with each other and form a contact plane;
and wherein the external lateral surfaces of the in-
termediate columns located on the opposite sides of
these columns relative to internal lateral surfaces
thereof, are coplanar with shorter bases of the trap-
ezoidal parts of the yoke;

and wherein said component modules are contacted with
each other be means of contact frontal surfaces of the
component intermediate columns which are perpendic-
ular relative to the longitudinal axis of the module, and
the longitudinal axes of the modules are positioned col-
linearly with each other;
and wherein the component inductor columns form the
inductor columns, the component transformer columns
form the transformer column, and the component inter-
mediate columns form the intermediate columns.
[0007] In preferred embodiments, the integrated trans-
former-inductor assembly of the present invention com-
prises a pair of the component modules having collinearly
positioned longitudinal axes and contacted with each oth-
er by means of the contact frontal surfaces of the com-
ponent intermediate columns, which pair by means of
the contact planes of the component modules is contact-
ed with the second substantially identical pair of the com-
ponent modules.
[0008] The modular construction of the magnetic core
proposed according to the present invention enables for
obtaining a compact construction of an integrated trans-
former-inductor assembly, an assembly of which fea-
tures an assembly cost and time significantly reduced in
comparison to an assembly cost and time of known prior
art solutions. The present invention provides a significant
limitation of a space volume occupied by an integrated
transformer-inductor assembly and reduction of a total
weight of such an assembly in comparison to known so-
lutions. The present invention ensures also a decrease
in a consumption of ferromagnetic material. The magnet-
ic core of the integrated transformer-inductor assembly
according to the present invention comprises a smaller
number of magnetic elements and the magnetic ele-
ments have a smaller total volume in a result of which
smaller magnetic losses occur in the magnetic core. The

modular construction of the magnetic core as constructed
of identical component modules features decreased pro-
duction costs and provides a scalability of a magnetic
core volume (and thus a scalability of power of transform-
er and inductor elements) by providing a possibility of
juxtaposing different numbers of component modules to-
gether forming a complete magnetic core. The proposed
geometry of the yoke of the component module of the
present invention provides the yoke external frontal sur-
face which is significantly enlarged in comparison to such
surfaces in prior art solutions and through which a dissi-
pation of heat from a core into an ambient environment
or into a specific additional heat absorber and/or dissi-
pater mounted on this frontal surface, may be effectively
realized.

Brief description of drawings

[0009] The invention shall be described and explained
below in connection with the attached schematic draw-
ings on which:

Fig. 1 is an axonometric view of a first embodiment
of an integrated transformer-inductor assembly ac-
cording to the present invention;
Fig. 2 is an axonometric view of a magnetic core of
the assembly presented in Fig. 1;
Figs. 3 and 4 show a component module of the mag-
netic core of the assembly depicted in Fig. 1 in an
axonometric bottom and top view, respectively;
Figs. 5, 6 and 7 show the component module of the
magnetic core of the assembly depicted in Fig. 1
respectively in a side view from the side of a contact
plane, and in a bottom and top view; and
Fig. 8 is an axonometric view of a second embodi-
ment of a magnetic core of an integrated transform-
er-inductor assembly according to the present inven-
tion.

Detailed description of preferred embodiments

[0010] Fig. 1 shows an axonometric view of a first em-
bodiment of an integrated transformer inductor assembly
1a according to the present invention. The assembly 1a
comprises a magnetic core 2a (depicted in details in Fig.
2) constituting a magnetic circuit comprising four identical
component modules 21’, 21", 21’" and 21"" depicted in
details in Figs. 3-7, inductor bobbins 41 with inductor
windings 4 and transformer bobbin 31 with transformer
windings 3.
[0011] Each component module 21 of the magnetic
core 2a comprises a yoke 214 and a set of five rectangular
prism shaped columns projected in the same direction
from the internal surface 2144 of the yoke 214 along the
longitudinal axis O of the component module 21 and com-
prising: two outermost external component inductor col-
umns 211, a central component transformer column 212
and two component intermediate columns 213.
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[0012] An external frontal surface 2145 of the yoke
214, opposite in relation to the internal surface 2144 of
the yoke 214, constitutes a surface - enlarged in com-
parison to prior art solutions - through which a dissipation
of heat from the magnetic core 2 is carried out into an
ambient environment and on which a specific additional
heat absorber and/or dissipater may be installed (not
shown in the figures).
[0013] The yoke 214 has a form of a plate having a
length D4 and a thickness G4 and comprising a rectan-
gular part 2141, two trapezoidal parts 2142 arranged
symmetrically along a first longer side 21411 of the rec-
tangular part 2141, and a triangular part 2143 located
between the trapezoidal parts 2142. The trapezoidal
parts 2142 contact the rectangular part 2141 by means
of its longer bases 21421 of a length D5 (which in this
embodiment equals to a half of the length D4 of the yoke
214), and contact with each other by means of corners
thereof at said first longer side 21411 of the rectangular
part 2141. The triangular part 2143 fills a corner area
between legs of the trapezoidal parts 2142 that are con-
tacted with each other.
[0014] The component module 21 of the core 2a con-
stitutes a solid body symmetrical in relation to a plane of
symmetry that is perpendicular relative to longer sides
of the rectangular part 2141 of the yoke 214 and runs
through the module 21 longitudinal axis O constituting
an axis of symmetry of the rectangular part 2141 of the
yoke 214.
[0015] A second longer side 21412 of the rectangular
part 2141 of the yoke 214 located oppositely relative to
the first longer side 21411 with the trapezoidal parts 2142
as well as internal lateral surfaces 2111, 2121, 2131 of
all component columns 211, 212, 213 located at the side
of this second longer side 21412 of the yoke 214 are
coplanar with relation to each other and form a contact
plane 215 of the module 21.
[0016] The component intermediate columns 21 are
arranged between the component inductor columns 211
and the component transformer column 212. Both com-
ponent intermediate columns 213 have substantially the
same length D1, width S1 and thickness G1 that equals
the sum of the width S2 of the rectangular part 2141 of
the yoke 214 and the width S3 of the trapezoidal part
2142 of the yoke 214. The bases of the component in-
termediate columns 213 which are opposite relative to
the yoke 214 are perpendicular relative the longitudinal
axis O and constitute contact frontal surfaces (planes)
2132 which are coplanar with each other. In order to ob-
tain a high degree of flatness of the contact frontal sur-
faces 2132, these surfaces are appropriately ground or
polished.
[0017] Each component intermediate column 213 is
projected from the rectangular part 2141 and one trape-
zoidal part 2142. The external lateral surfaces 2133 of
the component intermediate columns 213 located on the
opposite sides of these columns relative to their internal
lateral surfaces 2131, are coplanar relative to shorter

bases 21422 of the trapezoidal parts 2142 of lengths D6.
[0018] Both component inductor columns 211 have
substantially the same length D2 which is not longer than
the length D1 of the component intermediate columns
213, a width S4 greater than the width S1 of the compo-
nent intermediate columns 213, and thickness G2 which
equals the width S2 of the rectangular part 2141 of the
yoke 214. The component inductor columns 211 are pro-
jected as whole from the rectangular part 2141 of the
yoke 214. The bases of the component inductor columns
211 which are opposite relative to the yoke 214, are per-
pendicular relative to the longitudinal axis O and consti-
tute frontal surfaces (planes) 2112.
[0019] The component transformer column 212 has a
length D3 which is not greater than the length D1 of the
component intermediate columns 213, a width S5 slightly
greater than the width S4 of the component inductor col-
umn 211, and a thickness G3 which equals the sum of
the width S2 of the rectangular part 2131 of the yoke 214
and the width S6 of the triangular part 2143 of the yoke
214. The component transformer column 212 is projected
from the rectangular part 2141, the triangular part 2143
and the areas of the adjoining corners of the trapezoidal
parts 2142 of the yoke 214. The base of the component
transformer column 212 which is opposite relative to the
yoke 214, is perpendicular relative to the longitudinal axis
O and constitutes the frontal surface (plane) 2122.
[0020] Distances A1 between the component interme-
diate columns 213 and the central component transform-
er column 212 in the direction perpendicular relative to
the longitudinal axis O of the module 21 are greater than
distances A2 extending in the same direction between
the component intermediate columns 213 and the com-
ponent inductor columns 211.
[0021] For the purposes of the present invention, in
regard to columns, including the component columns,
the term "length" means a column dimension in the di-
rection parallel relative to the longitudinal axis O of the
module 21; the term "width" means a dimension in the
direction perpendicular relative to the longitudinal axis O
and parallel relative to the longer sides 21411 and 21412;
whereas the term "thickness" means a dimension in the
direction perpendicular relative to the longitudinal axis O
and perpendicular relative to the longer sides 21411 and
21412.
Whereas in regard to the yoke and its component parts,
for the purposes of the present invention, the term
"length" means a dimension in the direction perpendicu-
lar relative to the longitudinal axis O of the yoke 213 and
parallel relative to the longer sides 21411 and 21412 of
the rectangular part 2141 of the yoke 214; the term
"width" means a dimension in the direction perpendicular
relative to the longitudinal axis O of the yoke 213 and
perpendicular relative to the longer sides 21411 and
21412 of the rectangular part 2141 of the yoke 214; and
the term "thickness" means a dimension in the direction
parallel relative to the longitudinal axis O of the module.
[0022] According to some preferred embodiments of
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the present invention, the component module 21 has the
following dimensions expressed in [mm]: D1 = 13, D2 ≅
13 (but D2 ≤ D1 = 13), D3 ≅ 13 (but D3≤D1 = 13), D4 =
84.2, G1 = 15.6, G2 = 10, G3 = 11.2, G4 = 7, S1 = 6, S2
= 10, S3 = 5.6, S4 = 14.1, S5 = 16, S6 = 1.2, A1 = 8, A2 = 6.
[0023] In the magnetic core 2a of the assembly 1a,
each of the component modules 21 is brought into contact
with the adjacent component modules 21 by means of
the internal contact plane 215 and contact frontal surfac-
es 2132 of the component intermediate columns 213.
[0024] The magnetic core 2a of the assembly 1a com-
prises two pairs of the modules 21’-21" and 21’"-21"",
wherein each of the pairs comprises two component
modules 21 of coaxially positioned longitudinal axes O,
faced to each other with the component columns 211,
212, 213 and contacted with each other by means of the
contact frontal surfaces 2132 of the component interme-
diate columns 213. Each one of the pairs of the modules
21 adjoining to each other with the component interme-
diate columns 213 abuts in turn the other pair with the
internal contact planes 215 of the modules 21 of these
pairs.
[0025] As a result of slightly smaller lengths D2, D3 of
the component inductor columns 211 and the component
transformer columns 212 in comparison to the length D1
of the intermediate component columns 213, air gaps 25
of a thickness B are formed in the magnetic core 2a be-
tween the frontal surfaces 2112, 2122 opposite relative
to the yoke 214 and belonging to the component inductor
columns 211 and the component transformers columns
212 that are faced oppositely to each other in pairs. Thick-
nesses B of the air gaps 25 are very small, and therefore
the frontal surfaces 2112, 2122 of the component col-
umns 211, 212 have to be formed with a high precision
that is typically achieved by using a grinding or polishing
process.
[0026] In a result of such a juxtaposition of the four
component modules 21’-21"", the magnetic core 2a has
been constructed comprising two outermost inductor col-
umns 22 each one formed of four component inductor
columns 211, two intermediate columns 24 each one
formed of four component intermediate columns 213, and
a central transformer column 23 formed of four compo-
nent transformer columns 212. The inductor columns 22
and the transformer column 23 are arranged in the inte-
riors of cylindrical bodies 411, 311 of the inductor bobbins
41 and the transformer bobbin 31 corresponding thereto,
and provided with flanges 412, 312 facilitating an instal-
lation of inductor windings 4 and transformer windings 3
thereon and also ensuring for dissipating heat. The cy-
lindrical bodies 311, 411 of the bobbins 31, 41 have rec-
tangular cross-sections fitted to the cross-sections of the
inductor columns 22 and the transformer columns 23
which are located in the bodies. The intermediate col-
umns 24 constitute common magnetic elements forming
parts of a magnetic circuit of the transformer windings 3
as well as parts of magnetic circuits of inductor windings
4, through which parts the paths of magnetic fluxes gen-

erated by these windings are closed.
[0027] Fig. 7 shows the second simpler embodiment
of a magnetic core 2b that may be employed in different
variants of an integrated transformer-inductor assembly
of the present invention. The magnetic core 2b comprises
only two component modules 21’ and 21" of a construc-
tion analogical to the construction of the assembly 1a
component modules. The modules 2b abut each other
with the contact frontal surfaces 2132 of the component
intermediate columns 213. The frontal surfaces 2112 and
2122 of the remaining component inductor columns 211
and the remaining component transformer columns 212
are positioned slightly distanced from each other and in
a result thereof air gaps are formed inbetween. In order
to construct a complete integrated transformer-inductor
assembly according to the present invention, appropriate
inductor bobbins with inductor windings and transformer
bobbin with transformer windings (not shown in Fig. 8)
are appropriately installed on the inductor columns 22b
and the transformer columns 23b of the magnetic core
2b. The cross-sections of the bodies 311, 411 of the bob-
bins 31, 41 are obviously fitted to the cross-sections of
the columns 23b (212) and 22b (211) corresponding
thereto. An integrated transformer-inductor assembly
constructed based on the magnetic core 2b shall obvi-
ously feature a decreased power in comparison to the
assembly 1a of Fig. 1 in a result of a two times smaller
volume of ferromagnetic material.

List of reference numerals

[0028]

1 transformer-inductor assembly
2 magnetic core

21 component module
211 component inductor column
2111 internal lateral surface
2112 frontal surface
212 central component transformer column
2121 internal lateral surface
2122 frontal surface
213 component intermediate column
2131 internal lateral surface
2132 contact frontal surface
2133 external lateral surface
214 yoke
2141 rectangular part
21411 first longer side
21412 second longer side
2142 trapezoidal part
21421 longer base
21422 shorter base
2143 triangular part
2144 internal surface
2145 frontal surface
215 contact plane
22 inductor column
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23 transformer column
24 intermediate column
25 gap

3 transformer winding
31 transformer bobbin
311 body
312 flange

4 inductor winding
41 inductor bobbin
411 body
412 flange

Claims

1. An integrated transformer-inductor assembly (1)
comprising a magnetic core (2) comprising a trans-
former column (23) around which transformer wind-
ings (3) are wound, inductor columns (22) around
which inductor windings (4) are wound, and interme-
diate columns (24) constituting common magnetic
elements of a magnetic circuit of the transformer
windings (3) and magnetic circuits of the inductor
windings (4), characterized in that
the magnetic core (2) comprises at least two sub-
stantially identical component modules (21), wherein
each component module (21) comprises

- a yoke (214) having a form of a plate comprising
a rectangular part (2141) and two trapezoidal
parts (2142) arranged symmetrically along a first
longer side (21411) of the rectangular part
(2141) and adjoining said first longer side of said
rectangular part (2141) with longer bases
(21421) thereof;
- a set of rectangular prism shaped component
columns (211, 212, 213), parallel with each other
and protruded on one side from the yoke (214)
along a longitudinal axis (O) of the component
module (21) which is perpendicular relative to
the surface of the yoke (214), and comprising

- two outermost external component induc-
tor columns (211) protruded from said rec-
tangular part (2141) of the yoke (214);
- a central component transformer column
(212);
- two component intermediate columns
(213) having substantially the same length
and disposed between the component in-
ductor columns (211) and the component
transformer column (212) and protruded
from the rectangular part (2141) and the
trapezoidal part (2142) of the yoke (214);

wherein the second longer side (21412) of the rec-
tangular part (2141) of the yoke (214) located on the
side opposite relative to the trapezoidal parts (2142)

of the yoke (214) and the internal lateral surfaces
(2111, 2121, 2131) of all component columns (211,
212, 213) located at the side of this second longer
side (21412) of the yoke (214) are coplanar with each
other and form a contact plane (215); and wherein
the external lateral surfaces (2133) of the interme-
diate columns (213) located on the opposite sides
of these columns relative to the internal lateral sur-
faces (2131) thereof, are coplanar with shorter bases
(21422) of the trapezoidal parts (2142) of the yoke
(4);
and wherein said component modules (21) are con-
tacted with each other by means of contact frontal
surfaces (2132) of the component intermediate col-
umns (213) which are perpendicular relative to the
longitudinal axis (O) of the module (21), and the lon-
gitudinal axes (O) of the modules (21) are positioned
collinearly with each other;
and wherein the component inductor columns (211)
form the inductor columns (22), the component
transformer columns (212) form the transformer col-
umn (23), and the component intermediate columns
(213) form the intermediate columns (24).

2. The integrated transformer-inductor assembly (1)
according to Claim 1, characterized in that it com-
prises a pair of the component modules (21) having
collinearly positioned longitudinal axes (O) and con-
tacted with each other by means of the contact frontal
surfaces (2132) of the component intermediate col-
umns (213), which pair by means of the contact
planes (215) of the component modules (21) is con-
tacted with the second substantially identical pair of
the component modules (21).
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